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Petri nets are known to be useful for modeling concurrent systems.
Once modeled by a Petri net, the behavior of a concurrent system can
be characterized by the set of all executable transition sequences,
which in turn can be viewed as a language over an alphabet of symbols
corresponding to the transitions of the underlying Petri net. In this
paper, we study the language issue of Petri nets from a computational
complexity viewpoint. We analyze the complexity of the regularity
problem (i.e., the problem of determining whether a given Petri net
defines an irregular language or not) for a variety of classes of Petri
nets, including conflict-free, trap-circuit, normal, sinkless, extended
trap-circuit, BPP, and general Petri nets. (Extended trap-circuit Petri
nets are trap-circuit Petri nets augmented with a specific type of cir-
cuits.) As it turns out, the complexities for these Petri net classes range
from NL (nondeterministic logspace), PTIME (polynomial time), and
NP (nondeterministic polynomial time), to EXPSPACE (exponential
space). In the process of deriving the complexity results, we develop a
decomposition approach which, we feel, is interesting in its own right,
and might have other applications to the analysis of Petri nets as well.
As a by-product, an NP upper bound of the reachability problem for the
class of extended trap-circuit Petri nets (which properly contains that
of trap-circuit (and hence, conflict-free) and BPP-nets, and is incom-
parable with that of normal and sinkless Petri nets) is derived. ] 1996

Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Petri nets (or equivalently, vector addition systems)
represent a formalism useful for modeling concurrent
systems. Once modeled by a Petri net, the behavior of a
system can be characterized by the set of all executable
transition sequences, which in turn can be viewed as a
language over an alphabet of symbols corresponding to the
transitions of the underlying Petri net. As a result, studying
Petri nets from the aspect of Formal Language Theory has
long been recognized as an important branch of research in
Petri net theory. For results along this line of research, see,
e.g., Ginzburg and Yoeli, 1980; Jantzen and Petersen, 1994;
Peterson, 1981; Schwer, 1986; Schwer, 1992a; Schwer,
1992b; Valk and Vidal-Naquet, 1981. Among them, it has
been shown that all Petri net languages are context-sen-
sitive, assuming that a transition's symbol cannot be *. Also,
Petri net languages and context-free languages are incom-
parable, i.e., there are Petri net languages that are not
context-free and vice versa. One particular application

stemming from the study of Petri net languages has to do
with determining the modeling power of Petri nets. For
example, it has been shown in (Agerwala and Flynn, 1973;
Kosaraju, 1973) that Petri nets, in general, cannot model
problems involving ``priority.'' A more recent work (of
Howell, Rosier and Yen, 1993) focuses on the modeling
powers of subclasses of Petri nets, including conflict-free,
persistent, normal, and sinkless Petri nets. More precisely,
persistent (and also conflict-free) Petri nets were shown to
be unable to model the well-known producer-consumer and
mutual exclusion problems in concurrent systems. Normal
and sinkless Petri nets, although capable of modeling the
producer-consumer problem, lack the capability to model
unrestricted mutual exclusion. (A restricted version of
mutual exclusion in which the total number of exclusions in
any computation is bounded by a fixed constant can be
modeled by normal and sinkless Petri nets, even though it
still cannot be modeled by persistent Petri nets.) See
(Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1993) for more details. The
interested reader is referred to (Peterson, 1981) for more
motivations about the study of Petri net languages.

This paper deals with the complexity analysis of deter-
mining whether a Petri net defines a regular language or
not. Such a problem will be referred to as the regularity
problem throughout the rest of this paper. For general Petri
nets, the regularity problem was first shown to be decidable
in (Ginzburg and Yoeli, 1980; Valk and Vidal-Naquet,
1981). (Recently, the decidability result has been gene-
ralized to testing context-freeness of Petri net languages by
Schwer (1992b).) In particular, the work of Valk and Vidal-
Naquet (1981) yields a necessary and sufficient condition
for a Petri net language to be irregular. More precisely, the
language associated with a Petri net is not regular iff there
exists a computation +0 @w�_1 +1 @w�_2 +2 @w�_3 +3 @w�_4 +4

(where +0 is the initial marking), for some transition
sequences _1 , _2 , _3 , _4 and markings +1 , +2 , +3 , +4 , such
that

(1) +1�+2 and +1{+2 ,

(2) +1( p)=+2( p) implies +3( p)�+4( p), for every place
p, and

(3) +3( p)>+4( p), for some place p.
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TABLE 1

Complexities of the Regularity Problem for Various Petri Net Classes

Petri net class Complexity result

Conflict-free PTIME-complete
BPP NL-complete

Trap-circuit NP-complete
Normal NP-complete

Extended Trap-circuit NP-complete
Sinkless NP-complete
General EXPSPACE-complete

(Here +i ( p) denotes the number of tokens in place p in
marking +i . Intuitively, _4 constitutes a ``pumpable loop''
which can be fired an arbitrary number of times provided
that a sufficient number of non-negative ``loops'' _2's are
fired in advance. Furthermore, the firing of _4 results in
some place losing tokens.) With the help of the above condi-
tions, it has subsequently been shown by Yen (1992) that if
a Petri net defines an irregular language, there must exist a
``short'' path (whose length is at worst double-exponential
in the size of the Petri net) that witnesses the above condi-
tions. As a consequence, an EXPSPACE upper bound
follows. In this paper, the complexity of the regularity
problem for a number of subclasses of Petri nets is
investigated. Our results are summarized in Table 1. The
containment relationships among these Petri nets are depic-
ted in Fig. 1. We assume familiarity with basic definitions in
complexity theory. The reader is referred to (Hopcroft and
Ullman, 1979) for details. With the exception of the
EXPSPACE result for general Petri nets, all the remaining
complexity results are new.

Conflict-free, trap-circuit, normal, sinkless, BPP, and
extended trap-circuit Petri nets have one thing in common:
they are subclasses of Petri nets with constraints imposed on
their circuits. (A circuit of a Petri net is simply a closed path
(i.e., a cycle) in the Petri net graph.) By and large, the
presence of complex circuits is troublesome in Petri net
analysis. In fact, strong evidence has suggested that circuits

FIG. 1. Containment relationships among various Petri net classes.

constitute the major stumbling block in the analysis of Petri
nets. To get a feel for why this is the case, it is well known
that in a Petri net P with initial marking +0 , a marking + is
reachable (from +0) in P only if there exists a column vector
x # Nm such that +0+A } x=+, where m is the number of
transitions in P and A is the addition matrix of P. The con-
verse, however, does not necessarily hold. In fact, lacking a
simple necessary and sufficient condition for reachability in
general has been blamed for the high degree of complexity
in the analysis of Petri nets. (Otherwise, one could tie the
reachability analysis of Petri nets to the integer linear
programming problem, which is relatively well understood.)
There are restricted classes of Petri nets for which necessary
and sufficient conditions for reachability are available. Most
notable, of course, is the class of circuit-free Petri nets (i.e.,
Petri nets without circuits) for which the equation +0+
A } x=+ is sufficient and necessary to capture reachability.
A slight relaxation of the circuit-freedom constraint yields
the same necessary and sufficient condition for the class of
Petri nets without token-free circuits in every reachable
marking (Yamasaki, 1984). Conflict-free, normal, and
sinkless Petri nets have been extensively studied in the
literature; see, e.g., Esparza, 1992; Howell, and Rosier, 1988;
Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1987; Howell, Rosier, and Yen,
1993; Landweber, and Robertson, 1978; Yamasaki, 1984.
BPP-nets, defined and studied by Esparza (1994), provide
an alternative view of the so-called commutative context-free
grammars (Huynh, 1983), and are also strongly related to
the model of Basic Parallel Processes (see, e.g., Christensen,
Hirshfeld, and Moller, 1993). To the best of our knowledge,
the class of extended trap-circuit Petri nets defined in this
paper is new. Basically they are trap-circuit Petri nets
``augmented'' with a simple type of circuits, which will be
referred to as �-circuits throughout the rest of this paper.
(Let c: p1 t1 p2 } } } pn tnp1 (where p1 , ..., pn are places and
t1 , ..., tn are transitions) be a circuit. Circuit c is a �-circuit
if for every i, pi is ti 's sole input place, and the firing of ti

FIG. 2. A �-circuit.

169REGULARITY OF PETRI NET LANGUAGES
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removes exactly one token from pi . See Fig. 2.) Simply
speaking, in an extended trap-circuit Petri net every ``non-
trap'' circuit must be a � -circuit. With respect to extended
trap-circuit Petri nets, our analysis yields NP-completeness
for both the reachability and the regularity problems. We
feel that broadening the set of computationally analyzable
Petri net classes is also one of the contributions of this
paper.

Our strategy of proving the NP upper bounds listed in
Table 1 relies on characterizing the reachability problem for
the respective class of Petri nets by integer linear program-
ming, utilizing a decomposition approach which will be
developed in Section 3. Such a strategy is applied to conflict-
free, trap-circuit, normal, sinkless, and extended trap-circuit
Petri nets. By taking advantage of several nice properties
uniquely offered by conflict-free Petri nets and utilizing the
notions and results of the so-called iterable factors defined
by Schwer (1992a), we are able to come up with an integer-
preserving transformation from integer linear programming
to linear programming, giving rise to a PTIME upper
bound of the regularity problem for conflict-free Petri nets.
In the process of doing so, we also yield a simplified suf-
ficient and necessary condition under which conflict-free
Petri nets define irregular languages. Such a result is inter-
esting in its own right. For BPP-nets, the regularity problem
will be solved by exploring the Petri net graph to see
whether a path (from a graph-theoretic viewpoint) meeting
certain conditions exists. As it turns out, such a test can be
carried out in nondeterministic logspace. Finally, all the
complexities mentioned in Table 1 are tight. The lower
bound proofs are easy modifications of the boundedness (or
reachability) problem's one for the respective classes of
Petri nets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we define the basic notations and definitions of
Petri nets. In Section 3, we develop a decomposition
approach through which integer linear programming will be
applied to solving the regularity problem. Section 4 con-
cerns itself with the complexity analysis of the regularity
problem for various Petri net classes described in Fig. 1.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Let Z (N) denote the set of (nonnegative) integers, and
Zk (Nk) the set of vectors of k (nonnegative) integers. For
a k-dimensional vector v, let v(i), 1�i�k, denote the ith
component of v. For a k_m matrix A, let ai, j , 1�i�k,
1� j�m, denote the element in the i th row and the j th
column of A, and let a j denote the j th column of A. For a
given value of k, let 0 (resp. 1) denote the vector of k zeros
(resp. ones) (i.e., 0(i)=0 (resp. 1(i)=1) for i=1,..., k). We
let |S| be the number of elements in set S. Given a column
vector x, we let xT denote the transpose of x (which is a row
vector).

A Petri net (PN, for short) is a 3-tuple (P, T, .), where P
is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, and .
is a flow function .: (P_T ) _ (T_P) � [0, 1]. In this
paper, k and m will be reserved for |P| (the number of places
in P) and |T | (the number of transitions in T ), respectively.
A marking is a mapping +: P � N. A transition t # T is
enabled at a marking + iff for every p # P, .( p, t)�+( p).
A transition t may fire at a marking + if t is enabled at +. We
then write + @w�t +$, where +$( p)=+( p)&.( p, t)+.(t, p)
for all p # P. A sequence of transitions _=t1 , ..., tn is a
firing sequence from +0 iff +0 @w�t1 +1 @w�t2 } } } @w�tn +n

for some sequence of markings +1 , ..., +n . (We also write
``+0 @w�_ +n .'') We write ``+0 @w�_ '' to denote that _ is
enabled and can be fired from +0 , i.e., +0 @w�_ iff there exists
a marking + such that +0 @w�_ +. A marked PN is a pair
((P, T, .), +0), where (P, T, .) is a PN, and +0 is a marking
called the initial marking. Throughout the rest of this paper,
the word `marked' will be omitted if it is clear from the con-
text.

Given a PN (P, T, .) and a set of transitions H�T, we
define the restriction of . to H, written as .|H , to be a map-
ping .|H : (P_H) _ (H_P) � [0, 1] such that .|H ( p, t)=
.( p, t) and .|H (t, p)=.(t, p), for every p # P, and t # H.
A PN (P, T $, .$) is said to be a sub-PN of PN (P, T, .)
if T $�T, and .$=.|T $ . By establishing an ordering on
the elements of P and T (i.e., P=[p1 , ..., pk] and
T=[t1 , ..., tm]), we define the k_m addition matrix A of
(P, T, .) so that ai, j=.(tj , pi)&.( pi , tj). Thus, if we view
a marking + as a k-dimensional column vector in which the
i th component is +( pi), each column aj of A is then a
k-dimensional vector such that if + @w�tj +$, then +$=++aj .
Let P=((P, T, .), +0) be a PN. The reachability set of P is
the set R(P)=+ | +0 @w�_ + for some _].

For ease of expression, the following notations will be
used extensively throughout the rest of this paper. (Let _, _$
be transition sequences, p be a place, t be a transition, Q be
a set of places, and H be a set of transitions.)

v *_(t) represents the number of occurrences of t in _.
(For convenience, we sometimes treat *_ as an m-dimen-
sional vector assuming that an ordering on T is established
( |T|=m).)

v 2(_)=A } *_ defines the displacement of _. (Notice
that if + @w�_ +$, the 2(_)=+$&+.)

v Tr(_)=[t | t # T, *_(t)>0], denoting the set of trans-
itions used in _.

v &_&+=[ p | p # P, 2(_)( p)>0] is the positive support
of _.

v &_&&=[ p | p # P, 2(_)( p)<0] is the negative support
of _.

v &_&0=[ p | p # P, 2(_)( p)=0] is the zero support of _.

v _ " _$ is defined inductively as follows. Suppose
_$=t1 , ..., tn . Let _0 be _. If ti is in _i&1 , let _i be _i&1 with

170 HSU-CHUN YEN
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the leftmost occurrence of ti deleted; otherwise, let _i=_i&1.
Finally, let _ " _$=_n . For example, if _=t1 t2 t3 t4t5 and
_$=t4 t3 t1 , then _ " _$=t2 t5 .

v pv=[t | .( p, t)�1, t # T] is the set of output trans-
itions of p;

tv=[ p | .(t, p)�1, p # P] is the set of output places
of t;

Qv=�p # Q pv; H v=�t # H tv.

v vp=[ t |.(t, p)�1, t # T] is the set of input transitions
of p;

vt=[ p | .( p, t)�1, p # P] is the set of input places
of t;

vQ=�p # Q
vp; vH=�t # H

vt.

If +0 @w�_ +, then +0+A } *_=+. (Note that the converse
does not necessarily hold.) Given a path + @w�_ +$, a
sequence _$ is said to be a rearrangement of _ if *_=*_$

and + @w�_$ +$.
A circuit of a PN is a ``simple'' closed path in the PN

graph. (By ``simple'' we mean all nodes are distinct along the
closed path.) Given a PN P, let c=p1 t1p2 t2 } } } pntn p1 be a
circuit and let + be a marking. Let Pc=[ p1 , p2 , } } } , pn]
denote the set of places in c. With a slight abuse of notation,
we also use c to denote t1t2 } } } tn when the exact order is not
important. We define the token count of circuit c in marking
+ to be +(c)=�p # Pc +( p). A circuit c is said to be token-free
in + iff +(c)=0. We say c is minimal iff Pc does not properly
include the set of places in any other circuit. Circuit c is said
to have a sink iff for some + # R(P) and some _ and +$ such
that + @w�_ +$, +(c)>0, but +$(c)=0. Circuit c is said to be
sinkless iff it does not have a sink. (See Yamasaki (1984) for
more details.) Circuit c is said to be a � -circuit iff for every
i, 1�i�n, vti=[ pi]. A set of places Q is called a trap iff
(\t # T)((_p # Q, t # pv) O (_q # Q, t # vq)), i.e., any trans-
ition which has an input place in Q must also have an out-
put place in Q. A set of �-circuits C=[c1 , c2 , ..., cn]is said
to be connected iff for every i, j, 1�i, j�n, there exist
1�h1 , h2 , ..., hr�n, for some r, such that h1=i, hr= j, and
for every 1�l<r, Pchl

& Pchl+1
{<. Given a path + @w�_ , _

is said to cover �-circuit c if *c�*_ , i.e., every transition
of c appears in _.

Given an alphabet A, we write A* to denote the set of all
finite-length strings (including the empty string *) using
symbols from A. We write A+ to denote A*&[*]. (See
Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) for more details.) For a
language L (over an alphabet A) and a word u # A+,
u is said to be an iterable factor (of L) iff \n�0,
A*unA* & L{<. For a prefix-closed language L, u is an
iterable factor (of L) iff \n�0, A*un & L{<. (A language
L is prefix-closed if w # L implies every prefix of w is also in
L.) Given a PN P=((P, T, .), +0), the language associated
with P over alphabet T, denoted as L(P), is the set

[_ | +0 @w�_ ]. Clearly, Petri net languages are prefix-closed.
The regularity problem is that of determining whether L(P)
defines an irregular language or not.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the following subclasses
of Petri nets. Their containment relationships are depicted
in Fig. 1.

v Conflict-free Petri nets: A PN P=(P, T, .) is said to
be conflict-free iff for every place p, either

1. | pv |�1, or
2. \t # pv, t and p are on a self-loop.

In words, a PN is conflict-free if every place which is an
input of more than one transition is on a self-loop with each
such transition (Jones, Landweber, and Lien, 1977;
Landweber, and Robertson, 1978). In a conflict-free PN,
once a transition becomes enabled, the only way to disable
the transition is to fire the transition itself. (That is, \t,
t$ # T, t{t$, + @w�t +$ and + @w�t$ implies +$ @w�t$ .)

v Normal Petri nets: A PN is normal (Yamasaki, 1984) iff
for every minimal circuit c and transition tj , �pi # Pc ai, j�0.
(Recall that ai, j=.(tj , pi)&.( pi , tj).) Hence, for every
minimal circuit c and transition t in a normal PN, if one of
t's input places is in c, then one of t's output places must be
in c as well. Intuitively, a Petri net is normal iff no transition
can decrease the token count of a minimal circuit by firing
at any marking.

v Sinkless Petri nets: A PN P is said to be sinkless
(Yamasaki, 1984) iff each minimal circuit of P is sinkless.

v BPP nets: A PN (P, T, .) is said to be a BPP-net
(Esparza, 1994) if \t # T, | vt |=1, i.e., every transition has
exactly one input place. (Notice that every arc going from a
place to a transition has weight 1.)

v Trap-circuit Petri nets: A PN P is a trap-circuit PN
(Ichikawa and Hiraishi, 1987) iff for every circuit c in P, Pc

is a trap.

v Extended Trap-circuit Petri nets: A PN P is an
extended trap-circuit PN iff for every circuit c in P, either Pc

is a trap or c is a �-circuit.

The interested reader is referred to (Murata, 1989;
Peterson, 1981; Reisig, 1985) for more about Petri nets and
their related problems.

3. A DECOMPOSITION APPROACH FOR
TESTING REACHABILITY

In (Valk and Vidal-Naquet, 1981), a necessary and suf-
ficient condition has been derived for checking whether the
language defined by a PN is regular or not. More precisely:

Theorem 3.1 (from Valk and Vidal-Naquet, 1981)).
The language of a PN P=((P, T, .), +0) is not regular iff
there exists a path + [* +1 [* +2 [* +3 [* +4 in P, for some
markings +1 , +2 , +3 and +4 , such that

171REGULARITY OF PETRI NET LANGUAGES
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(a) +1�+2 and +1{+2 ,

(b) +1( p)=+2( p) implies +3( p)�+4( p), for every p # P,
and

(c) +3( p)>+4( p), for some p # P.

In words, the sequence from +3 to +4 constitutes an
iterable factor with at least one place losing tokens.

In this paper, the above result is going to serve as the core
around which our complexity analysis will be built. Another
important ingredient of our complexity analysis lies in the
ability to model reachability as integer linear programming.
Given a PN P=((P, T, .), +0) and two arbitrary markings
+ and +$, suppose testing whether + [* +$ is equivalent to
solving a system of linear inequalities, say ILP(P, +, +$),
then the regularity problem for PN P can be answered by
solving the following system of linear inequalities (in which
x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 and x4 are variables of dimension k (i.e., the
number of places in P)) over the integers:

(1) x0=+0 ;

(2) ILP(P, x0 , x1); ILP(P, x1 , x2); ILP(P, x2 , x3);
ILP(P, x3 , x4);

(3) (x2�x1) 7 (�k
i=1 (x2(i)>x1(i)));

(4) �k
i=1 ((x1(i)<x2(i)) 6 (x3(i)�x4(i)));

(5) �k
i=1 (x3(i)>x4(i)).

Conditions (3), (4), and (5) capture the essence of condi-
tions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 3.1, respectively. Since
integer linear programming is known to be solvable in NP,
the upper bound follows provided that the above system of
linear inequalities is of size polynomial in P. (Because NP
is what we are aiming for, the ``�k

i=1'' in (3) and (5) above
can be dealt with by guessing an i first and then setting up
the system of linear inequalities accordingly.)

Over the past years, considerable effort has been spent on
finding necessary and sufficient conditions for reachability
for restricted classes of Petri nets. See, e.g., Murata (1989).
Among such results, the following lemma will be used later
in this paper to derive some of our results.

Lemma 3.2 (from Yamasaki, 1984). If a PN P=
((P, T, .), +0) has no token-free circuits in every reachable

Fig. 3. Decomposition of a PN.

marking, then R(P)=[+ | +=+0+A } x�0, for some
x # N m], where m is the number of transitions in T.

Despite the fact that necessary and sufficient conditions
for reachability are hard to come by in general, integer
linear programming has long been recognized as a powerful
tool for analyzing PNs. A notable example concerns the
classes of normal and sinkless PNs (Howell, Rosier, and
Yen, 1993; Yamasaki, 1984). The idea behind the analysis
of normal and sinkless PNs lies in constructing the
reachability set in a greedy fashion. To do so, we build a
sequence of small sub-PNs, each of which has its
reachability set characterized by an integer linear program-
ming instance. Furthermore, the number of sub-PNs as well
as the size of each integer linear programming instance are
polynomial in the size of the original PN. As a consequence,
testing reachability for a normal (sinkless) PN can be
equated with solving a system of linear inequalities (in the
integer domain). In what follows, we generalize the idea
employed by Howell, Rosier, and Yen (1993) to come up
with what we call a ``decomposition approach'' to analyze
PNs.

Given a PN P=(P, T, .), a decomposition of P is a
sequence of PNs P1 , P2 , ..., Pd , for some integer d�1, such
that Pi =(P, Ti , .i), Ti�T, and .i is the restriction of . to
Ti . Let Ai be the addition matrix of PN Pi . (It should be
noted that the Ti , 1�i�d, are not in general disjoint.)

The crux of testing whether + is reachable from +0 relies
on setting up a system of linear inequalities

xi&1+Ai yi=xi (1)

{Fi (P, Ti , .i) (2)

x0=+0 and xd=+ (3)

(1�i�d ) in such a way that (1) is a necessary condition for
marking xi to be reachable from xi&1 , Fi in (2) captures
extra constraints with which (1) becomes sufficient as well,
and (3) describes the initial and final markings. (Here
xi # N k and yi # N mi are variables, where k=|P| and mi=
|Ti |.) Now the strategy for setting up ILP(P, +0 , +), i.e., a
system of linear inequalities for checking whether + is reach-
able or not, consists of the following steps:

172 HSU-CHUN YEN
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(i) Guess a decomposition of P, say P1 , P2 , ..., Pd ,
where Pi=(P, Ti , .i).

(ii) Set up the linear inequalities listed in (1), (2), and
(3) above.

(iii) Prove that if +0 [* + in P, then there exists a
path +0 @w�_1 +1 @w�_2 } } } @w�_d +d such that (\1�i�d )
(Tr(_i)�Ti).

Obviously, (ii) and (iii) imply the reachability of + from
+0 . What (iii) says is that if + is reachable, then there must
exist a ``canonical'' path reaching + such that the path can
be decomposed into a sequence of subpaths coinciding with
the PN decomposition (see Fig. 3). In the following section,
we demonstrate that for a number of classes of PNs,
reachability can be determined with the help of the above
decomposition approach.

4. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF
THE REGULARITY PROBLEM

The main theme of this section is to investigate the
regularity problem from a computational complexity view-
point for various PN classes shown in Fig. 1. Our results
are summarized in Table 1. With the exception of the
EXPSPACE result for general PNs, all of our complexity
results are new. Our approach of proving the NP upper
bound relies on characterizing the reachability problem
by integer linear programming using the decomposition
approach discussed in Section 3. Such a strategy is applied
to conflict-free, normal, sinkless, trap-circuit, and extended
trap-circuit PNs. For conflict-free PNs, we are able to come
up with an integer-preserving transformation from integer
linear programming to linear programming, yielding a
PTIME upper bound. For BPP-nets, a nondeterministic
logspace procedure will be developed to solve the regularity
problem. Finally, all the complexities mentioned in Table 1
will be shown to be tight. The lower bound proofs are easy
modifications of the boundedness (or reachability)
problem's one for the respective classes of PNs.

We begin with trap-circuit, normal and sinkless PNs. The
interested reader is referred to (Howell, Rosier, and Yen,
1993; Ichikawa, and Hiraishi, 1987; Yamasaki, 1984) for
more about these three classes of PNs.

4.1. Trap-Circuit, Normal and Sinkless Petri Nets

Let x0 @w�
tj1 } } } x1 @w�

tj2 } } } xi&1 @w�
tji } } } xn&1 @w�

tjn } } } xn

be a path in a sinkless PN reaching + such that xi&1 ,
1�i�n, marks the first time at which transition tji

fires.
(tj1

, tj2
, } } } , tjn

are distinct.) Now consider a sequence of
PNs P1 , ..., Pn (Pi = (P, Ti , .i)) such that T0 = <, Ti=
[tj1

, ..., tji
], and .i is the restriction of . to Ti , for 1�i�n.

It has been shown by Howell, Rosier, and Yen (1993) that

for every i, the following system of linear inequalities exactly
characterizes the reachability set of PN (Pi , xi&1):

Si={
xi&1+Ai yi=xi (1)

xi&1(l )�.( pl , tji
), 1�l�k (2)

That is, marking xi is reachable in (Pi , xi&1) iff there
exists a solution yi in the integer domain. ((2) is to ensure
that transition tji

is enabled in xi&1.) The validity of the
above argument is based upon the following lemma and
Lemma 3.2:

Lemma 4.1 (from Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1993).
Let P=((P, T, .), +0) be a sinkless PN, and let P$=
((P, T $, .$), +) be such that +0 @w�_ + in P for some _,
T $�T such that each t # T $ is enabled at some point in the fir-
ing of _ from +0 , and .$ is the restriction of . to T $. Then P$
has no token-free circuits in any reachable marking.

As a result, + is reachable iff [x0=+0] _ [xn=+] _

�1�i�n[Si] has an integer solution. Hence, we have:

Lemma 4.2. (from Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1993). Given
a trap-circuit (normal, or sinkless) PN P=((P, T, .), +0)
and a marking +, we can construct, in nondeterministic poly-
nomial time, a system of linear inequalities ILP(P, +0 , +) in
such a way that + is reachable from +0 iff ILP(P, +0 , +) has
an integer solution.

Using Lemma 4.2 and the decomposition approach
proposed in Section 3, we immediately have:

Theorem 4.3. The regularity problem for trap-circuit
(normal, and sinkless) PNs is solvable in NP.

4.2. Extended Trap-Circuit Petri Nets

In what follows, we show that the decomposition
approach discussed in Section 3 can be applied to solving

FIG. 4. An unsuccessful attempt of restructuring a path with �-circuits.
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the reachability problem as well as the regularity problem
for extended trap-circuit PNs. In the literature, one of the
few techniques proven to be useful for analyzing PNs relies
on the ability to rearrange PN paths into some ``canonical''
form. As one might expect, the nature of �-circuits, in par-
ticular, the ability to repeat a � -circuit an arbitrary num-
ber of times at any marking at which the circuit is marked
suggests a good starting point for devising a rearrangement
technique. The first attempt, perhaps, is to fire a � -circuit
immediately when one of its transitions becomes enabled,
even though the transitions of the �-circuit are interleaved
with others in the original path. Unfortunately, such an
attempt does not work, as Fig. 4 indicates. To remedy such
a difficulty, we first present a nice property concerning any
set of connected � -circuits.

Lemma 4.4. Given a set of connected �-circuits C=
[c1 , c2 , ..., cn] in a PN P and a marking + with +(ci)>0, for
some i, then for arbitrary integers a1 , a2 , ..., an>0, there
exists a sequence _ such that + @w�_ and *_=�n

j=1 aj (*cj).
(In words, from + there exists a firable sequence _ utilizing
circuit cj exactly aj times, for every j.)

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume i=1, and
let p1 be a place in c1 such that +( p1)>0. The proof is done
by induction on the number of circuits in C.

(Induction Basis) For n=1, the result is trivial.

(Induction Hypothesis) Assume that the assertion is
true for n�h.

(Induction Step) Consider n=h+1. Starting from
place p1 , let p2 , .., pr , for some r, be places along c1 that are
shared with other circuits in C. Let Cj (1� j�r) be the
largest connected subset of C&[c1]&(� l�j&1 Cl) for
which one of its circuits contains place pj . By induction
hypothesis, all circuits in Cj can be fired arbitrarily,
provided that pj is marked. Let :i # T* (1�i�r) be the
transition sequence from place pi to pi+1 along circuit c1

(assuming that pr+1=p1). Then the desired sequence _ is the
following: (sequence guaranteed by induction hypothesis for
C1) :1 (sequence guaranteed by induction hypothesis for

FIG. 5. Extracting �-circuits.

C2) } } } :r&1 (sequence guaranteed by induction hypothesis
for Cr) :r (:1 } } } :r)

a1&1. K

The idea of rearranging an arbitrary path in an extended
trap-circuit PN into a ``canonical'' one is as follows. Sup-
pose + @w�_ is a path, and c is a �-circuit covered by _ such
that +(c)>0. Then we use c as a ``seed'' to grow the largest
collection of connected �-circuits that are covered by _.
We then follow a transition sequence of the remaining path
until we reach a marking in which a non-token-free � -cir-
cuit (with respect to the current marking) which is covered
by the subsequent path exists. Using such a newly found cir-
cuit as a new seed and repeating the above procedure, we
are able to arrange an arbitrary path of an extended trap-
circuit PN into a ``canonical'' one as the following theorem
indicates. Notice that the above procedure need not be
repeated for more than m times, because for each of the cir-
cuits collected in a marking, at least one of its transitions
must be absent from the remaining path. See Fig. 5 for a pic-
torial description of such a rearrangement strategy.

We are now ready to present one key lemma on which
our decomposition approach for extended trap-circuit PNs
relies.

Lemma 4.5. Consider a path +1 @w�_ +2 in an extended
trap-circuit PN P = (P, T, .). Let C=[c1 , c2 , ..., cn] be
a set of connected �-circuits and a1 , a2 , ..., an be positive
integers such that:

(1) (_i, 1�i�n) (+1(ci)>0) (i.e., ci is not token-free in
marking +1)

(2) _ " ((c1)a1 } } } (cn)an) does not cover any � -circuit
that shares some place with circuits in C.

Then there exist $1 and $2 such that

(a) *$1
=�n

j=1 aj (*cj),

(b) *$2
=*_ " $1

, and
(c) +1 @w�$1 +3 @w�$2 +2 , for some +3 .

Proof. First notice that the existence of a $1 witnessing
+1 @w�$1 +3 is guaranteed by Lemma 4.4; it suffices to prove
that +3 @w�$2 +2 , for some $2 which is a rearrangement of
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_ " $1 . Suppose, to the contrary, that none of the permuta-
tions of _ " $1 is firable in +3 . We let : be a longest
sequence such that *:<*_ " $1

and +3 @w�: +4 , for some
+4 . (By ``longest'' we mean that for all :$ with *:$<*_ " $1

and +3 @w�:$ , it must be the case that |:$|�|:|.) Let
;=(_ " $1) " :. Clearly, in +4 every transition in Tr(;)
must have at least one of its input places empty. (Otherwise,
: could be extended�violating the assumption about : being
longest.) See Fig. 6. We let X be [ p | +4( p)=0, p # vt,
t # Tr(;)], i.e., X consists of all the input places (which are
token-free in +4) of transitions in Tr(;). We now make the
following observations:

1. \p # X, _t$ # Tr(;), such that p # t$v. (This is because
+4( p)+2(;)( p)=+2( p)�0 and +4( p)=0.)

2. There must be some place r in X such that either (i)
+1(r)>0, or (ii) (_t1 # Tr($1:)) (r # t1

v). And for each such r,
_t2 # Tr($1 :) such that r # vt2 . (Assume, to the contrary,
that neither (i) nor (ii) holds. In _, let f be the first transition
depositing a token into some place in X. Since f � Tr($1:),
f 's input place, say g, must be in X. In this case, place g
could never have possessed a token along the path from +1

to the marking at which f is fired��a contradiction. The
existence of a t2 results from +4(r)=0.)

Let R be the set of all places r satisfying Observation 2(i)
or (ii) above. What we need next is to show that at least one
place in R must be along a circuit consisting of some places
in X and some transitions in Tr(;). Suppose, to the con-
trary, that none of R is on a circuit; then there must be an
s # R such that s cannot be reached from the remaining
places in R through places in X and transitions in Tr(;). For
s, let t3 be a transition guaranteed by Observation 1 above.
Due to the selection of s, t3 could never have been fired in
_ since its input place would never possess a token (because
the input place of t3 (i.e., vt3) is not in R, and none of R is
capable of supplying a token to vt3 directly or indirectly)��a
contradiction. Intuitively, one can think of R as places
through which tokens are ``pumped'' into the sub-PN con-
sisting of places in X and transitions in Tr(;).

Let r # R be a place on a circuit, say c, and t2 (whose exist-
ence is guaranteed by Observation 2) be a transition in $1:

FIG. 6. A picture illustrating the concept used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.

removing a token from r. (Note that c is token-free in +4 .)
Clearly Pc is not a trap; otherwise, c would not have become
token-free in +4 . Hence, c is a � -circuit. If t2 is in $1 (which
comprises only circuits from C), then c must have shared
some place with one of the circuits in C��violating Assump-
tion (2) of the lemma. If t2 is in :, then r is marked during
the course of the path :, which implies that c should have
been added to :��violating the assumption about : being
longest. This completes the proof of the lemma. K

With the help of the above lemma, we have:

Theorem 4.6. Let + be a reachable marking in an
extended trap-circuit PN P=((P, T, .), +0). Then there
exist a decomposition P1 , P2 , ..., P2h (where Pi=
(P, Ti , .i), 1�i�2h) and a sequence ?1:1 } } } ?h:h which
witnesses +0 @wwww�?1 :1 } } } ?h:h + such that

(1) 1�h�m (m is the number of transitions),

(2) T2i&1=Tr(?i), and T2i=Tr(:i),

(3) \i, 1�i�h, there exists a set Ci=[ci
1 , ..., ci

ri
] of

connected � -circuits, where ri�m, such that 2(?i)=�ri
j=1

ai
j2(ci

j) for some positive integers ai
1 , ..., ai

ri
>0. Further-

more, the remaining sequence :i } } } ?n:n does not cover any
�-circuit which shares some place with circuits in Ci .

(4) \i, 1�i�h, :i # T+, (P, Tr(:i), .|Tr(:i)) (i.e., P2i)
forms a trap-circuit sub-PN.

Proof. Given a sequence _ witnessing +0 @w�_ +, if
(P, Tr(_), .| Tr(_)) is not a trap-circuit sub-PN, then the
following procedure can be used for constructing the desired
rearrangement ?1 :1 ?2:2 } } } ?h:h .

(1) Procedure decompose(((P, T, .), +0), _)

(2) i :=1; $ :=_; + :=+0

(3) while ${* (i.e., the empty string) do

(4) Ci :=<; j :=1

(5) let ci
1 be a � -circuit covered by $ and +(ci

1)>0

(6) do forever

(7) Ci :=Ci _ [ci
j]

(8) $ :=$ " ci
j } } } ci

j

ai
j

, where ai
j } *ci

j
�*_ but a }

*ci
j
�� *_ , \a>ai

j

(9) if there exists a �-circuit covered by $ and
connected to Ci

(10) then j := j+1; let ci
j be such a � -circuit

(11) else EXIT

(12) end do

(13) let ?i be such that + @w�?i and 2(?i)=
�j

l=1 ai
l2(ci

l) (* guaranteed by Lemma 4.4.*)

(14) rearrange $ so that + @w�?i $ (* guaranteed by
Lemma 4.5*)
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(15) if Tr($), together with its associated places, is a
trap-circuit sub-PN

(16) then EXIT

(17) else let :i be the shortest prefix of $ such that

(18) $ " :i covers a �-circuit which is not
token-free in +$, where + @w�?i:i +$;

(19) $ :=$ " :i ; + :=+$; i :=i+1

(20) end while

(21) end procedure

In the above procedure, variable $ keeps track of the
remaining sequence as the construction proceeds. Lines
(3)�(12) constitute the extraction of connected � -circuits
in a greedy fashion. (Line (8), in particular, is used for
extracting the maximum number of occurrences of ci

j in $.)
The ``do'' loop continues until no more connected �-cir-
cuits can be found in the remaining sequence. The existence
of a ?i satisfying the conditions listed in Line (13) is guaran-
teed by Lemma 4.4. In addition, the remaining $ can be
rearranged into a firable sequence as Line (14) indicates.
(See also Lemma 4.5) Lines (17)�(19) find the shortest
prefix :i along which all the � -circuits covered by the
remaining sequence (i.e., $) remain token-free. Clearly
(P, Tr(:i), .|Tr(:i)) is a trap-circuit sub-PN. The ``while''
loop then repeats anew. K

Lemma 4.7. Given an extended trap-circuit PN P
(=(P, T, .)), detecting each of the following can be done in
polynomial time.

(1) There exist a �-circuit c and a transition t such that
t � Tr(c), vt & Pc{<, and tv& Pc=< (i.e., Pc is not a trap)

(2) Given a set of �-circuits C, there exists a � -circuit
c$ such that c$ � C and c$ shares a place with some circuit
in C.

Proof. For each transition t and one of its input places
p, we check whether there exists a circuit pt1 p1 , ..., pr&1tr p,
for some r, such that \1�i�r, | vti |=1 and tv&

[ p, p1 , ..., pr]=<. Clearly, checking the existence of such a
circuit can be done in NL (and hence, PTIME) using a non-
deterministic search procedure. Hence, (1) follows. To
prove (2), pick a place p in C, and a place q not in C. (2)
holds iff there exists a � -circuit passing through p and q.
Clearly, such a test can be done in polynomial time. K

The interested reader should contrast the above with the
NP-completeness result of checking whether a given PN is
normal or not (see (Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1993)).

Theorem 4.8. The regularity problem for extended trap-
circuit PNs is solvable in NP.

Proof. Given a PN (P, +0) (where P=(P, T, .)), + #
R(P, +0) iff there exists a decomposition P1 , P2 , ..., P2h

satisfying the conditions stated in Theorem 4.6. The system
of linear inequalities associated with the reachability
problem can be set up as follows:

(1) Guess P1 , P2 , ..., P2h , where 0�h�m,

(2) Verify conditions (3) and (4) of Theorem 4.6, which
can be done in PTIME (see Lemma 4.7). For all even i, set
up ILP(Pi , xi , xi+1), which is the system of linear
inequalities (guaranteed by Lemma 4.2) for testing the
reachability of xi+1 from xi in trap-circuit PN P i ,

(3) For all odd i, let [ci
1 , ..., ci

ri
] be the set of connected

�-circuits guaranteed by Theorem 4.6. Set up linear
inequalities [xi (ci

j)>0, for some j ] _ [xi+�ri
j=1 (zj V

2(ci
j))=xi+1]. (Notice that xi (ci

j)>0 is to ensure that one
of the � -circuits is marked. (zj V 2(ci

j)) denotes executing
�-circuit ci

j zj times, where zj is a scalar variable.)

Based on the decomposition strategy of Section 3, our result
follows. K

4.3. BPP-Nets

Using the concept of siphons, it was shown by Esparza
(1994) that the reachability problem for BPP-nets is solv-
able in NP, and the reachability set of a BPP-net is always
semilinear. What makes BPP-nets interesting, as pointed
out by Esparza (1994), is that BPP-nets provide an alter-
native view of the so-called commutative context-free gram-
mars (Huynh, 1983), and are also strongly related to the
model of Basic Parallel Processes (see, e.g., Christensen,
Hirshfeld, and Moller, 1993) which has received much
attention in concurrency theory recently.

With respect to the regularity problem, we have the
following simple necessary and sufficient condition for
BPP-nets.

Lemma 4.9. Given a BPP-net P=((P, T, .), +0), the
language defined by P is not regular iff

(1) _ places p, p$ and a � -circuit c : p1 t1 p2 } } } tn p1 such
that +0( p)>0, p � p1 and 2(c)( p$)>0, and

(2) _ a place q and a transition t such that p$ � q, and
t # qv& vq.

(See Fig. 7 for a pictorial description of the above two condi-
tions.)

Proof. Recall from Theorem 3.1 that L(P) is not regular
iff +0 [* +1 [* +2 [* +3 [* +4 , for some markings +1 , +2 , +3

and +4 , such that the path from +1 to +2 constitutes a pump-
able loop which supplies tokens to the iterable factor from
+3 to +4 which has at least one place losing tokens. Due to
the structure of BPP-nets, it is not hard to see that Theorem
3.1 can be simplified as our lemma indicates. The detail is
left to the reader. K
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FIG. 7. A path in a BPP-net graph witnessing irregularity.

The two conditions stated in the above lemma can easily
be checked in NL using a nondeterministic search proce-
dure; hence, we have

Theorem 4.10. The regularity problem for BPP-nets is
in NL.

4.4. Conflict-Free Petri Nets

Before deriving our PTIME upper bound for conflict-free
PNs, we require a few known results.

Lemma 4.11 (from Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1993).
Given a conflict-free PN P=((P, T, .), +0), we can con-
struct in polynomial time a sequence ? in which no transition
in P is used more than once, such that if some transition t is
not used in ?, then there is no path in which t is used.

In words, the above lemma guarantees the existence of a
``short'' sequence, i.e., ?, which collects all the potentially
firable transitions in a given conflict-free PN.

Lemma 4.12 (from Yen, 1991). Let + @w�_ +$ be a path
in a conflict-free PN P=(P, T, .). Then there exist _1 and
_2 such that

(1) *_=*_1_2
,

(2) + @ww�_1_2 +$,

(3) Tr(_2)�Tr(_1), and

(4) (\ t # T ) (*_1
(t)�1).

In words, _1 _2 is a rearrangement of _ such that if a
transition occurs in _, it can also be found in _1 ; in addition,
no transition in _1 appears more than once in _1 . It is
important to note that the result holds for arbitrary +. By
repeatedly applying Lemma 4.12, we have:

Corollary 4.13. For an arbitrary path + @w�_ +� in a
conflict-free PN P=(P, T, .), _ can be rearranged into

_1 } } } _1

l1

_2 } } } _2

l2

} } } _d } } } _d

ld

, for some sequences _1 ,
_2 , ..., _d and integers l1 , l2 , ..., ld , 1�d�m (m is the number
of transitions), such that

(1) (\1�i�d ) (\ t # T) (*_i (t)�1), and

(2) (\1�i�d&1) (Tr(_i+1) % Tr(_i)).

What the above corollary says is that _ can be rearranged
into a ``canonical'' sequence consisting of pieces of short
segments. Furthermore, the sequence Tr(_1), Tr(_2), ...,
Tr(_d), 1�d�m, forms a ``shrinking'' sequence of sets. A
direct and important consequence of such a shrinking
sequence (in conjunction with the PN being conflict-free) is
stated as follows, which governs the pattern of sign change
regarding 2(_1)( p), 2(_2)( p), ..., 2(_d)( p) for a place p.

Lemma 4.14. Let _1 , _2 , ..., _d , 1�d�m, be transition
sequences as stated in Corollary 4.13. Then

(1) (\p)(\i)(&1�2(_i)( p)�m),

(2) (\p)(\i)(2(_i)( p)<0 O (\i<l�d )(2(_l)( p)�0)),

(3) (\p)(\j)((_i > j)(2(_j)( p) > 0 7 2(_i)( p) < 0) O
(\l< j)(2(_l)( p)>0)), and

(4) (\p)(\g)((_i > g)(2(_g)( p) = 0 7 2(_i)( p) < 0)
O (\l�g)(2(_l)( p)�0)).

Proof. First notice that for an arbitrary transition t and
an arbitrary place p in a conflict-free PN, if 2(t)( p)=&1,
then t is the sole transition that removes a token from p.
Using the above fact and |_i |�m, for all i, (1) is rather
obvious. For a place p and a segment _i , if p loses tokens as
a result of firing _i , then (\t # vp, t � Tr(_i)). This implies for
every subsequent segment _h , h>i, (\t # vp, t � Tr(_h)) (due
to the shrinking property); hence, (2) follows. In addition,
if one of the _i 's preceding segment, say _j , has a positive
gain in p, then every segment preceding _j must have a
positive gain in p as well, yielding (3). On the other hand, if
one of _i's preceding segment, say _g , has a zero gain in p,
then none of the subsequent segments of _g can have
a positive gain. Hence, (4) holds. K

We are now ready to embark for the regularity problem.
To begin with, we show that if the language of a PN is not
regular, then there exists a ``short'' witnessing path with
``good'' properties.

Lemma 4.15. Given a conflict-free PN P=((P, T, .),
+0), L(P) is not regular iff there exists a path
+0 @w�? +1 @w�$ +2 @w�{ +3 , for some sequences ?, $, { and
markings +1 , +2 , +3 , such that

(1) ? is the sequence guaranteed by Lemma 4.11,

(2) &$&&=< (i.e., 2($)�0),

(3) &{&&�&$&+ (i.e., \p # P, 2($)( p)=0 O 2({)
( p)�0),

(4) *{�1 (i.e., \t # T, t occurs at most once in {), and

(5) |$| (i.e., the length of $)�3m2, where m is the number
of transitions in T.
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Proof. The if part follows from Theorem 3.1; in what
follows, we consider the only if part.

According to Theorem 3.1, if L(P) is not regular, then
there exists a path +0 @w�: M1 @w�; M2 @w�# M3 @w�| M4 ,
for some transition sequences :, ;, #, | and markings M1 ,
M2 , M3 , M4 , such that &;&&=<, &|&&{<, and
&|&&�&;&+. Using the result of Corollary 4.13, | can be

rearranged into _1 } } } _1

l1

_2 } } } _2

l2

} } } _d } } } _d

ld

, for some
integers l1 , l2 , ..., ld and sequences _1 , _2 , ..., _d satisfying the
conditions stated in Corollary 4.13. Let i, 1�i�d, be the

smallest index such that &_1 } } } _1

l1

} } } _i } } } _i

li

&&{<.
(Since &|&&{<, such an i must exist.) Clearly,

2(_1 } } } _1

l1

} } } _i&1 } } } _i&1

li&1

)�0 (if i>1), and &_i &
&{<,

for i is smallest. Let ==_1 } } } _1

l1

} } } _i&1 } } } _i&1

li&1

, if i>1. We
claim that for every p # &_i&

&, either p # &=&+, or p # &;&+.
To see this, observe that if p � &=&+, then for all j, i< j�d,
2(_j)( p)�0 (Condition 4 of Lemma 4.14), indicating that
2(|)( p)<0, and, hence, p # &;&+ (because &|&&�&;&+).

In view of the above, we have 2(;)�0, 2(=)�0, and
&_i&

&�&;&+ _ &=&+. Let ? be the sequence guaranteed by
Lemma 4.11 and +0 @w�? +1 . By Lemma 4.1, there is
no token-free circuit reachable from +1 . As a result,
+1+2(;=)�0 implies the existence of a rearrangement $$ of
;= such that +0 @w�? +1 @w�$$ +$2 , for some marking +$2 .
In addition, &_i &

&�(&;&+ _ &=&+)(=&$$&+) and *_i�1
(i.e., every transition occurs at most once in _i) imply
+$2+2(_i)�0. Hence, there is a rearrangement { of _i such
that +0 @w�? +1 @w�$$ +$2 @w�{ +$3 , for some marking +$3 .

It remains to show that $$ can be made ``short.'' To this
end, it suffices to come up with a ``short'' $ such that
2($)�0, and &$$&+�&$&+. By Corollary 4.13, $$ can be

rearranged into $1 } } } $1

n1

$2 } } } $2

n2

} } } $h } } } $h

nh

, for some integers
h (1�h�m), n1 , n2 , ..., nh and sequences $1 , $2 , ..., $h

satisfying the conditions stated in Corollary 4.13. We view
2($1) 2($2) } } } 2($h) as an k_h matrix. By Lemma 4.14, the
following properties hold:

1. whenever a row contains a negative number, this
number is &1, and the first column (i.e., the one corre-
sponding to 2($1)) has a positive number in this row;

2. the sign sequence of any row without a negative entry
is of the form 0*+* 0*.

To ensure &$$&+�&$&+, we take a copy of $i , i>1, for
all those rows where a positive total change is required but
2($1) is zero, plus enough copies (at most 2m) of $1 . In all,
at most m+2m copies of $1 , ..., $h are needed, and each of
which is of length at most m. According to Lemma 4.1, there
exists a rearrangement $ of the above constructed sequence

such that +0 @w�? +1 @w�$ +2 @w�{ +3 (for some markings
+2 , +3) and Conditions (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) of the
lemma hold. This completes the proof of the lemma. K

Suppose _: +0 @w�? +1 @w�$ +2 @w�{ +3 is a path satisfying
the conditions given in Lemma 4.15. Without loss of
generality, we let ?=t1 t2 } } } tr be the sequence guaranteed
by Lemma 4.11. In our subsequent discussion, we will
restrict our attention to PN P=((P, [t1 , t2 , ..., tr], .$), +0),
where .$ is the restriction of . to [t1 , t2 , ..., tr]. For con-
venience, we also label the set of places as P=[ p1 , p2 , ...,
ps]. Now we are ready to set up a set of instances of linear
programming [ILP(P, p1), ILP(P, p2), ..., ILP(P, ps)] to
capture the essence of the above path. Since ? can be found
in polynomial time (Lemma 4.11), segment +0 @w�? +1

(more accurately, +1) will be computed in the beginning. As
a result, only the suffix path starting at +1 needs to be
expressed as a set of linear inequalities.

The construction of ILP(P, pi), 1�i�s, is done as
follows: (Let [ti1

]=pi
v, and [ti2

, ..., tia]= vpi for some a�2.
Notice that for pi to be in &{&&, pi cannot be on any
self-loop.)

1. +1 @w�$ +2 . Let variable xi represent the number of
occurrences of transition ti , 1�i�r, in $. For ease of
expression, we let x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xr)

T. Then we include the
following inequalities:

(A1) A } x�0,

(A2) x�0,

(A1) is sufficient to guarantee that +2 is reachable. (A2) is
trivial.

2. +2 @w�{ +3 . Let yi be the number of occurrences of
transition ti , 1�i�r, in ${. For ease of expression, we let
y=( y1 , y2 , ..., yr)

T. Then we include the following
inequalities:

(A3) A } y�0,

(A4) y�x,

(A5) yi1=xi1+1, and yij=xij , \j, 2�j�ia ,

(A6) y�x+1.

(A3) and (A4) are sufficient to guarantee that +3 is
reachable through the firing of sequence ${. In addition,
(A3) guarantees that &{&&�&$&+. (A5) ensures that { is
not empty as well as that &{&&{< (more precisely,
pi # &{&&). Finally, (A6) is to ensure that every transition in
{ occurs at most once.

For every pi , it is not hard to see that ILP(P, pi) can be
constructed in polynomial time. Now we are ready to pre-
sent the following important theorem, which serves as the
foundation upon which our polynomial time algorithm for
detecting regularity relies. Based on the above discussion,
the proof of the theorem should be straightforward.

178 HSU-CHUN YEN
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Theorem 4.16. Given a conflict-free PN P, P is not
regular iff there exists a pi # P such that ILP(P, pi) has an
integer solution.

Given the fact that integer linear programming is NP-
complete, tractability of the regularity problem does not
come free of charge, even with the help of Theorem 4.16.
What makes a speed-up possible is an integer-preserving
transformation from integer linear programming to linear
programming. (Our strategy was motivated by the work of
Esparza (1992).) This is made possible by the result of
Lemma 4.15 (in particular, Condition (4)), in conjunction
with the unique feature of conflict-free PNs. Notice that
being conflict-free alone is not sufficient, for the reachability
problem for conflict-free PNs is known to be NP-complete
(Howell and Rosier, 1988). The crux of this approach is that
by adding additional constraints to a system of linear
inequalities modeling the regularity problem of a conflict-
free PN, if a solution (over the reals) exists, then the ceiling
of that solution is itself a solution. The reader is referred to
(Lenstra, 1983) for more general treatment of subclasses of
integer linear programming (such as integer linear program-
ming with a fixed number of variables) for which PTIME
algorithms are available. The result of Lenstra (1983),
however, cannot be applied directly to our analysis, for the
number of variables in our case is not fixed.

To be more precise, we have:

Theorem 4.17. Given a conflict-free PN P and a place
pi , ILP(P, pi) has an integer solution iff the following
optimization problem has a solution (not necessarily over the
integers).

Maximize :
r

j=1

(xj+yj).

subject to {ILP(P, pi)
0�xj , yj�3m2+m, \1� j�r

where xj and yj (1� j�r) are those variables used in express-
ing $ and ${, respectively, in ILP(P, pi).

Proof. Let LP(P, pi) denote the above set of linear
inequalities. Intuitively, �r

j=1 xj and �r
j=1 yj amount to the

lengths of $ and ${, respectively. According to Lemma 4.15,
there exists a short witness such that |$|�3m2. (Also recall
that |{|�m.) As a result, LP(P, pi) has a solution (which
maximizes the given function) if ILP(P, pi) has an integer
solution.

To prove the converse, it suffices to show that the optimal
solution of LP(P, pi) is an integer solution. Let (x1 , x2 , ...,
y1 , y2 , ...) be the solution of LP(P, pi). In what follows, we
show that (Wx1X, Wx2X, ..., Wy1X, Wy2X, ...) is a solution as
well. To do so, recall that each inequality in LP(P, pi) is of
one of the following forms:

(1) xj ( yj)�0, for some j,
(2) yj�(=)xj , for some j,
(3) yj�(=)xj+1, for some j,
(4) �r

i=1 aj, i xi�0, or �r
i=1 aj, i yi�0, where xi s, yis

are variables, and for each j, aj, is, 1�i�r, are the com-
ponents of the j th row of the addition matrix A. (This type
of inequality comes from (A1) and (A3).)

Clearly, (1), (2), and (3) remain after each variable being
replaced by its ceiling. For case (4), first notice that due to
the conflict-freedom property of P, for each j, at most one
component, say aj, h , can be negative (and, if so, =&1).
Hence, (4) can be rewritten as �i=1..r, i{h aj, i xi�
(&aj, h)xh , where aj, h=&1. Clearly, �i=1..r, i{h aj, i WxiX�
W(�i=1..r, i{h aj, i xi)X�W(&aj, h)xhX=(&aj, h)WxhX. Hence,
(Wx1X, Wx2X, ..., WxrX) satisfies (4) as well. The case for y is
similar. Finally, it is also obvious that 0�WxjX,
WyjX�3m2+m, if 0�xj , yj�3m2+m, \1� j�r.

In light of the above, the optimal solution of LP(P, pi)
must be an integer solution. This completes the proof of our
theorem. K

Since Linear Programming is well-known to be in PTIME
(Khachian, 1979), we have:

Theorem 4.18. The regularity problem for conflict-free
PNs is in PTIME.

4.5. General Petri Nets

In (Yen, 1992), a class of path formulas has been defined
for which the satisfiability problem has been shown to be
solvable in EXPSPACE. As it turns out, the regularity
problem is a special case of the satisfiability problem; hence,
the EXPSPACE upper bound for the regularity problem
follows (for general Petri nets). For the sake of complete-
ness, we now briefly state the definition of the path formulas
defined by Yen (1992), and show how regularity detection
is related to satisfiability for general Petri nets. Let
((P, T, .), +0) be a k-place m-transition PN. Each path
formula consists of the following elements:

1. Variables: There are two types of variables, namely,
marking variables +1 , +2 , ... and variables for transition
sequences _1 , _2 , ..., where each +i denotes a vector in Zk

and each _i denotes a finite sequence of transitions.

2. Terms: Terms are defined recursively as follows:

(a) \ constant c # N k, c is a term.

(b) \j>i, +j&+i is a term, where +i and +j are marking
variables.

(c) T1+T2 and T1&T2 are terms if T1 and T2 are
terms.

3. Atomic predicates: There are two types of atomic
predicates, namely, transition predicates and marking
predicates.

179REGULARITY OF PETRI NET LANGUAGES
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(a) Transition predicates:

v y x *_i<c, y x *_i=c and y x*_i>c are
predicates, where i>1, y (a constant) # Zm, c # N and x

denotes the inner product

v *_1
(tj)�c and *_1

(tj)�c are predicates, where c # N
and tj # T.

(b) Marking predicates:

v Type 1: +(i)�c and +(i)>c are predicates, where + is
a marking variable and c( # Z) is a constant.

v Type 2: T1(i)=T2( j), T1(i)<T2( j) and T1(i)>T2( j)
are predicates, where T1 , T2 are terms and 1�i, j�k,
meaning that the i th component of T1 equals, is less than,
resp. is greater than the j th component of T2 , respectively.

F1 6 F2 and F1 7F2 are predicates if F1 and F2 are
predicates.

In (Yen, 1992), the satisfiability problem for the following
class of formulas has been shown to be solvable in
EXPSPACE:

_+1 , ..., +m__1 , ..., _m((+0 @w�_1 +1 @w�_2 } } } +m&1 @w�_m +m)

7 F(+1 , ..., +m , _1 , ..., _m))

As it turns out, conditions (a), (b), and (c) stated in
Theorem 3.1 can be expressed using the above class of path
formulas as _+1 , +2 , +3 , +4__1 , _2 , _3 , _4(+0 @w�_1

+1 @w�_2 +2 @w�_3 +3 @w�_4 +4) and

(a$) (+2�+1) 7 (�k
i=1 (+2(i)>+1(i))),

(b$) �k
i=1 ((+1(i)<+2(i)) 6 (+3(i)�+4(i))) and

(c$ ) �k
i=1 (+3(i)>+4(i)).

As a consequence, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4.19. The regularity problem for general PNs
is in EXPSPACE.

4.6. Lower Bounds

This section is devoted to the derivation of the lower
bounds of the regularity problem for those Petri net classes
listed in Fig. 1. All the lower bound proofs are easy
modifications of the boundedness (or reachability)
problem's one for the respective classes of PNs. As a result,
we only provide references and proof sketches.

Theorem 4.20. The regularity problem for conflict-free
PNs is PTIME-hard.

Proof (Sketch). The proof is done along the same line
as that of showing the boundedness problem for conflict-
free PNs to be PTIME-hard (Howell, Rosier, and Yen,
1987). The proof in (Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1987)
involves showing how the path system problem (which is

well-known to be PTIME-complete) can be reduced to the
boundedness problem for conflict-free PNs. Given an
instance of the path system problem, we can construct a
bounded conflict-free PN with a distinguished place p such
that the path system instance has a solution iff a marking +
with +( p)>0 is reachable in the constructed PN. Now by
slightly modifying place p, one can force the new PN to be
irregular iff the path system has a solution. Hence, the
PTIME-hardness result follows for the regularity problem.
The reader is referred to (Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1987) for
details. K

Theorem 4.21. The regularity problem for trap-circuit
(extended trap-circuit, normal, and sinkless) PNs is NP-hard.

Proof (Sketch). In (Howell, Rosier, and Yen, 1987),
3-SAT (a known NP-complete problem) was shown to be
reducible to the reachability problem for trap-circuit, (nor-
mal, and sinkless) PNs. Again, the constructed PN (from a
given 3-SAT instance) has a place p such that the 3-SAT
instance has a solution iff a marking + with +( p)>0 is
reachable. The rest of the proof is similar to that of
Theorem 4.20. K

Theorem 4.22. The regularity problem for BPP-nets is
NL-hard.

Proof (Sketch). This can be done by reducing from
the graph accessibility problem, which is known to be
NL-complete (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). K

Theorem 4.23. The regularity problem for general PNs
is EXPSPACE-hard.

Proof (Sketch). Similar to the lower bound proof of the
reachability problem for general PNs (Lipton, 1976). K
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